The University of Maryland is a school rich in tradition and spirit. Tomorrow, we will bring that tradition and spirit to life as we cheer on our men’s basketball team in their game against the Duke Blue Devils. A win against the #2 team in the nation would be a great cause for celebration to show our Maryland pride!

Past celebrations have brought concern to our community and even some ridicule to our campus. In times of celebration, we must remember that while we want all Terps to “Cheer the Turtle,” we must do so responsibly.

Any negative behavior stemming from the basketball game may be met with disciplinary action resulting in the suspension or expulsion of those involved. Keep in mind that your presence alone may be considered participation.

As a proud Terrapin, you have the power to prevent not just yourself, but your friends from acting irresponsibly. If you witness an action that could result in negative consequences, do your best to prevent it and remind those around you of the consequences of their actions.

**Bottom line:**
- Set a positive example both inside Comcast and around College Park.
- Avoid profane language.
- Cheer up, not down. Celebrate responsibly.
- Stay away from reckless behavior (riots, large, or disruptive crowds).
- Most importantly, promote your Maryland pride and respect the integrity of our great Terp Nation!

GO TERPS!